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Young and pretty eyed Jesse is stranded after his car broke down. An attractive man who turns out to be a
cop offers him a ride. Jesse falls prey to the cop’s friendly nature without knowing that he is up for a very
unusual and twisted family reunion that will change his life forever.
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From Reader Review The Bride for online ebook

Heather C says

Yep, this is still the most disturbing thing I've EVER read!

Britta ★ Nachteule ★ says

4 sick and twisted mind stars

HOLY CRAP!!!

I don't have words.

Don't read this if you...
-...are uncomfortable with dub-con/non-con.
-...want to keep your faith into cops.
-...need a HEA.
-...like hichhiking.

But if you like some mind-fuckery you should definitly check this out!

*********************************************
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Crescendo says

This story is not for the faint of heart.

In fact, that twist ending left me so off guard that I stared at the page for ten minutes before it fully registered
in my mind that the story was over. Wow.I did not see that coming.

Jesse, a stranded teenager on the highway is convinced by this Cop to ride with him to his childhood home



where he'll go to visit his family. Maybe there, he thinks, he'll be able to borrow a phone. As they pull up to
the house, which is located far off the road in the middle of nowhere,something starts to seem amiss.

Little does he know what horrors await him...

(view spoiler)

This story doesn't pull any punches. There is crossdressing, violence and rape. And a lot of mind fuckery.
Read at your own risk.

Kat says

Eh?! So this was basically the best worst Christmas present I ever got.

I'm laughing, but I'm not really laughing? Can you laugh and be traumatized at the same time?

Curiosity definitely killed this cat. :(

Maya says

Did I read this in a public place (the bus)? YES
Was I shocked? YASSS
Was I scared? Yes, both for having someone read over my back and because of the story!
What did I learn? To NEVER EVER try to hitchhike a car.
This story really did trigger some fears from the way it was written. The characters were all insane in a
horrible evil way. The events were THAT scary because there was NO HOPE, NOT EVEN A GLIMPSE OF
IT. There was not ONE good thing about anything. Everything was dark and dangerous. This reminds me
that sometimes no matter how we look at it, there are some very dark twisted evil people and events and
things around, and sometimes looking for good is just pointless as it is not everywhere.
Can't rate this book. Have to reflect on it more.

Mar says

I never reviewed a book before but here it goes... After reading some reviews,I couldn't wait longer to read
this, so I decided to buy this on G|P ebook store, since they recently made it available. I'm happy I got this as
a PDF format. The novel is really short and took me less than an hour to read. I was expecting a little more, it
didn't really leave me with a suspense of what the fuck just happened. Don't get me wrong I love kichiku
Neko' and TogaQ's work, I just wish they could have let us inside Jesse's mind. IDK... But anyways, I'm so
happy because a package from GP is on its way to me!Can't wait to have ITW in my hands!!!



Toofan says

A dark tale , told from a psychopath's point of view.

Islam Nashrif says

Da fuck did I just read? Fuck. It's has the I-spit-on-your-Grave scenario but BLesque. Shit I feel so bad for
the Idol guy :'( SO sad.

Amabelle (bico_belle) says

it was really short and a bit twisted like something you see in a lot of horror films. i'm having mixed feelings
about the ending though..

Onyx says

Wait, no, that did not just happen...

Yes. Yes it did. Holy fuck.

Yeah, you know what I'm talking about. And you know I loved it.

Bananas says

What to say about this book? The family in it reminds me of the one in Texas Chainsaw Massacre, especially
the creepy old dad. The two brothers are the heart of the story - and I want more. The sex is disturbing. The
story is sad, sick, and delicious. Also, it makes me wary of policemen.

Basically, nothing you wouldn't expect from this wonderfully twisted artist/author duo. Enjoy.

Sherry says



3.5 stars

Therese says

*3.5*

This was way too tame;-) I have come to expect a certain....hm...pervyness from these two creators, and The
Bride didn't quite live up to what I've read before.
Maybe I'm the perv here, since I thought some scenes could have been more "on-the-page" and graphic than
they were now.
Still, the story (if somewhat done before), was compelling and quickly drew me in. It was unfortunately so
short I never got much depth. Hopefully there will be a sequel sometime, since there is definitely material
and base for some proper disturbed shit!

Kynthos-the-Archer (Kyn) says

[Click link for another pretty illustration: http://25.media.tumblr.com/b8cce76069... (hide spoiler)]

????? says
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